Corksol SprayCork is a natural cork render.
Cork is taken from the cork oak tree but no trees are felled. Instead, the bark is
stripped away and this releases oxygen into the air, which reduces carbon dioxide in
the environment.
That’s good for the planet. The tree’s bark grows back each time. So, it’s a sustainable
resource (unlike quarried materials). The raw material goes to make Corksol SprayCork.
Because we have no control of where our nest boxes are fitted to buildings, it
sometimes happens that the Genesis Swift Nest Boxes are fitted on the Eastern,
Western or even the Southern side of buildings.

We recognized this fact soon after we started producing boxes, and for the past 3 years
we have been painting our nest boxes first with 2 coats of Warmglow insulation paint
(by brush) prior to placing the final coat on the boxes.
This was not as effective as we wanted and also the complete process of painting and
sanding took an immensely long time before we could finally pack the boxes for
dispatch.
In 2020 we ran tests on the performance of the Warmglow Insulation paint and soon
we realised that the protection this paint produces is so little it does not warrant the
effort and money we put into the procedure.
We tested several products and then decided on Corksol Sprayable Cork Paint.
The insulation protection this product now gives to our Swift Nest Boxes is of such a
high quality that we can now comfortably offer our nest boxes to very hot countries like
Spain, Portugal and the South of France, where they withstand 35-40 degrees Celsius of
direct sunshine onto the Corksol sprayed Genesis Swift Nest Box and still maintaining a
very comfortable temperature inside the nest box for the Swift chicks.
During our trials we painted the boxes with a variety of Corksol colours and we decided
on painting all our Swift Nest Boxes Corksol WHITE in future. This will enable us to
overspray the white boxes with our traditional caramel colour (Fleetwood Killiney) or
(Dulux) Light Grey or Battleship Grey (Fleetwood) for customers who would require
alternate colours.
We can apply any other colour our customers may want, in that case the client will
purchase the paint, we spray the box to your colour, and send you the box and the
remaining paint. The Labour cost of this service is €1.50 per single, €3.00 per double
and €4.50 per triple box.
Over spraying of the three colours mentioned above; will be done at an additional cost
of;
Soffit Type Nest Boxes:
Single Nest Box:
Double Nest Box:
Triple Nest Box:

€2.00 extra plus Vat
€4.00 extra plus Vat
€6.00 extra plus Vat

Anti-Predator Type Nest Boxes:
Single Nest Box:
Double Nest Box:
Triple Nest Box:

€2.80 extra plus Vat
€5.60 extra plus Vat
€8.40 extra plus Vat

For the immediate future, Genesis Nest Boxes will absorb the extra cost of the Corksol
paint and the prices of our Nest boxes remain as it has been since inception in 2016.

